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Tools for Summer
Associate Success
Bloomberg Law has tools for the litigation,
transactional, and business intelligence assignments
you will encounter as a summer associate.

Learn how to use Bloomberg Law to tackle your
assignments and enrich your summer experience.
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Make the Most of This
Opportunity
A summer associate position is the perfect
opportunity to hone professional and social
skills, as well as learn about unfamiliar practice
areas.

https://stories.bloombergindustry.com/?accessible


Jumpstart Your Career
Development
As a summer associate, you'll have an invaluable opportunity to develop
competitive skills and strategize about your future legal career, creating
the opportunity to focus on career development. Bloomberg Law
provides a Lawyer Development page with resources to help you stand
out in your summer position. The Lawyer Development Toolkit provides
tips on networking best practices, managing and understanding clients,
time management, project management, avoiding burnout, and more.

What areas of the law intrigue you? Whether you receive an assignment
on an unfamiliar subject or are simply curious, it’s a good idea to explore
varying practices and network with attorneys from different groups.
Bloomberg Law provides curated Practice Centers, which help you
quickly access primary and secondary sources as well as news and
guidance on a practice area. These will help you understand specific,
complex areas of the law, including Health, Labor & Employment, Privacy
& Data Security, Securities, Tax, and more.

And to improve your resume, you can get a Bloomberg Law Certification,
which includes coursework on legal research fundamentals.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/BLIC/page/blic_infocus_lawyer_development
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/page/blic_lawyer_development_toolkit
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/health/page/health_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/labor/page/le_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/privacy/page/pds_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/privacy/page/pds_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/securities/page/se_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/tax/page/page_federal
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/page/ls_resources_5
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How to Start Your
Research
Where you start your research will depend on
the task and how familiar you are with the
subject matter.

https://stories.bloombergindustry.com/?accessible
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X3G7CJE4000000?utm%3Cem%3Esource=ANT&utm%3C/em%3Emedium=ANP


As a summer associate, you are likely researching an area of law that is
new to you. First and foremost, ask good questions when you receive the
assignment, including where your supervising attorney suggests starting.

How to Start Your Research
Then take some time to check out the Bloomberg Law practice centers
and read news, secondary sources, or other background resources to
better understand the subject or client.

News

Try a news search to understand a subject and provide the context that
gave rise to litigation or regulatory actions, or get to know a client and
industry. Understanding the basic facts by reading a few articles may help
orient you to your assignment subject.

You'll benefit from the collective knowledge of reporters who specialize
in the topic as well as practicing attorneys who publish their own
perspectives. It's also a habit you'll have to develop after law school:
attorneys rely on news to alert them to important developments. We
have more than 40 news channels on Bloomberg Law covering a wide
range of practice areas and industries.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blpg/page/professional_perspectives
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberglawnews/


Secondary Sources

Secondary source materials are often a great place to get up to speed
on the key background issues. They’ll explain the topic and regulatory
environment, as well as significant case law, statutes, or areas of risk,
depending on the subject. Bloomberg Law secondary sources are written
by practitioners with deep knowledge of the subject. Bloomberg Law
Portfolios offer best practices in plain language and include practice tools
the author found useful in the real world.

Whether your assignment involves a discrete task like drafting a memo
or reviewing an agreement, consult Bloomberg Law's expert-written
Practical Guidance documents. They’ll provide sample forms, checklists,
and overviews, arranged intuitively, on specific transactions, compliance
issues, the litigation process, and other issues.

Know Your Client

Research and track the clients and cases you are assigned. Visit the
client's company profile to get a sense of what they do, browse through
their litigation history, review recent SEC filings, and set up a news alert
to stay on top of developments involving the client and their industry.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/page/books_treatises_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/search/results/4f92a1e4b24a54f1f3b04352c1a4ea32
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/search/results/4f92a1e4b24a54f1f3b04352c1a4ea32
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blpg/page/pg_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X5GFK668000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X81OINCG000000#toc-2
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blpg/document/XF42B46G000000
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/litigation/analytics/new?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blpg/document/X49VEJ30000000
https://www.bloomberglaw.cohttps//www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X81OINCG000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP#toc-1m/product/blic/document/X81OINCG000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP#toc-1
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberglawnews/?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP


Advanced Search

It's often helpful to cast a wide net when starting down a legal research
path. Use broad search terms and connectors to get a handle on the
possible universe of relevant resources. Then, refine those searches to
get more specific.

Alternatively, you may find that you need to broaden your search to
include persuasive authority outside your jurisdiction or need to
incorporate secondary source material.

Embracing different research paths is part of the legal research journey
as long as you stay focused on answering the question you were asked.
To that end, an Advanced Search is useful for pinpointing the most
relevant content collection(s) to search across.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/XAICGFO8000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/XDT9513S000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X67C6EH4000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/home#advanced-search/all_legal/all_legal
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Utilize Workflow Tools
You've learned in school to brief cases and the
basics of legal research and writing. In practice,
you need to be efficient as much as you need
to be accurate.

https://stories.bloombergindustry.com/?accessible


Utilize Workflow Tools
Gain experience with tools that speed up case law research, find
example pleadings, spot litigation trends, and quickly analyze briefs can
make your research more accurate and efficient. They can also provide a
good way to double-check your research.

Knowing what technology is available to you and understanding how to
optimize it can help set you apart from the pack. Below are a few typical
summer associate tasks for which using a workflow tool on Bloomberg
Law can help, all of which you'll find along with other useful guidance in
our Core Litigation Skills Toolkit.

Knowing what technology is available to you and
understanding how to optimize it can help set you
apart from the pack.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X9G7F5KK000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X4C0P3L0000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/XBKJB4IK000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/page/blic_core_skills_toolkit


Task #1

Say you need to find the elements of collateral estoppel in Maryland. You
can start with a Points of Law search instead of a court opinion search,
and quickly get to the right set of cases that discuss those elements.

You'll see how many cases cite that language and can view a Citation
Map to understand the evolution of that argument – you'll see the
strongest cases to cite for that point. You can also see Related Points of
Law; other language that appears in cases together with the original
point. This might indicate they are arguments worth exploring.

Task #2

If you need to draft a brief or motion before a particular judge, Dockets
advanced search allows you to search by keyword, court, filing type,
party names, judge, date, attorney or firm name, nature of suit, etc. By
reviewing a filing that a judge has ruled on for a similar issue, you can
save time on case law research and have a stronger argument in your
own filing.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/search/results/1e5a1b99f2ad1a709da506303b588364
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X9HLF760000000#advanced-search/dockets_v3
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X9HLF760000000#advanced-search/dockets_v3


Task #3

You might be asked to read and summarize an opposition brief or want
to quickly read a sample brief you found. Upload any brief to our Brief
Analyzer tool and get an in-depth, argument-by-argument analysis
alongside the full text.

The table of contents lets you navigate and focus on a portion of the brief.
The brief's citations are automatically turned into color-coded links.
Court opinions appear in blue, statutes in pink, and rules/regulations
in purple. Clicking on any link will take you directly to the cited
document in a new browser tab. Points of Law identified in the brief
are highlighted and linked as well.
The Suggested Content tab identifies opinions, briefs, Practical
Guidance, books, and treatises that are relevant but were not cited.

As you work with technology, always be mindful of the risks and ethical
considerations involved. These tools are meant to aid critical thinking,
not replace it. That said, our attorneys and researchers rely on these
workflow tools to enhance the quality and efficiency of their work.

Therefore, we do our best to integrate and link them in primary and
secondary sources for you. And if litigation is not your assignment focus,
here are other key tools to help with your workflow in commercial and
transactional assignments:

Due Diligence Toolkit
Deal Analytics (find deal parties and terms)
Draft Analyzer (compare your text against the market)
Find a Sample Clause
Using Litigation Analytics
Chart Builders (customizable survey of laws across jurisdictions in

Our attorneys and researchers rely on these workflow
tools to enhance the quality and efficiency of their
work.

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/analyses/briefs/new
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/analyses/briefs/new
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/document/X5DM9OUO000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/page/due_diligence
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/deal_term_search
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/draft_analyzer/analysis/new
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/search/results/6a4d616efcda187bda503f3d7da9698c
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blpg/document/X4C0P3L0000000?criteria_id=8e05e0e26995006b7e592fa97e3ad223&searchGuid=22186d3f-de3b-45df-89ab-07f39003bd34&search32=e9Vm_nADDgNGIsLe3UR2wg%3D%3DL-v5jtrlSkhkgcykzbWaZBO_7MyZMbHbVswOpDYzy2AhO7qAW4ZpqxtG1h8ECF5mgXlIZnYyhD1spTde_Zd4nvH18mMWblc_N5PZoXBcMmPhLETbgt5Ag2XsTx2X4CWA
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/page/chart_builders_home
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Communicate
Effectively
Effective communication is essential to a
successful summer, and knowing your audience
is critical. Ask about preferred communication
methods and make sure you understand
deliverables, expectations, and due dates.

https://stories.bloombergindustry.com/?accessible


Communicate Effectively
When you receive an assignment, don't be afraid to ask questions for
clarification or ask how you should prioritize assignments if you're
working on several. Once you've established your plan, Bloomberg Law
can help translate your great research into great writing.

In email, texts, and other less formal methods of communication, be
mindful of your tone, write concisely and clearly, and refrain from
using texting abbreviations or slang.

For documents that you'll be filing with a court, in addition to
Bluebooking citations, you'll want to consult your supervising attorney
for any document examples they have, or find an example document
on Bloomberg Law's Litigation Practical Guidance (sample forms) or in
dockets. Be sure to check local court rules (see e.g., NY Court Rules) for
drafting instructions via State Litigation resources.

For commercial and transactional documents, check drafting guides,
sample clauses or agreements, and real-world examples extracted from
SEC filings, which you can search and filter to make applicable to your
transaction type or type of client.

Pay attention to Practice Tips in Practical Guidance, which provide
procedural and substantive law explanations as well as insights into
how to communicate well.

Whether it's litigation or transactional work, attach documents that you
used to come to your decision in case your supervisor wants to review.
Showcase the work you did (i.e., include controlling/persuasive cases
you cited, or attach company profiles or deal documents you found
through a due diligence search). You'll be able to save any documents
you find during your research, add to a Workspace, or Download
multiple documents into a zip file using your My Work History tab.

Don’t forget that tips on effective communication and succeeding
in your internship will also appear in news articles, particularly
those written by attorneys.

Lawyer Development Analysis
“Acing it as a Summer Associate” series

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/search/results/7467bff98cfe218d83053fd0f571a1c5.
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/search/results/5f986fe379140102bfc53be3ea8c3c77
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/BLIC/document/X7JHC7KO000000?utm_source=ANT&utm_medium=ANP
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blpg/document/X9T60R5S000000
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/search/results/d443d1d3b96e8e8464dfe5f41a3a951c
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/page/blic_home#advanced-search/dockets_v3
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/browser/475924
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blic/page/blic_home
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/search/results/93ae188b21a9fecafd28a38dfe8b60b0
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/page/txl_home#:~:text=Search%20Sample%20Clauses
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/btic/search/results/942253305f09f4d8b104c1364322cd35
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/home#advanced-search/dealmaker
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/home#advanced-search/dealmaker
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/business_intelligence_center/home
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Career Pathing
Beyond building the skills and experience
necessary to practice, your time as a summer
associate should help you decide how and
where you want to practice.

https://stories.bloombergindustry.com/?accessible


Career Pathing
Bloomberg Law has tools to help you on your
career path – both during and after your
summer associate position. Start with our
Essential Career Toolkit, which provides tips
for finding the right employer, preparing for
the interview, and landing the offer.

https://bloombergindg.turtl.co/story/blawcareertoolkit/
https://bloombergindg.turtl.co/story/blawcareertoolkit/page/1


Stay Ahead of Legal Industry
Developments

As you start your job search, make sure you
know what’s going on in the legal industry by
following Bloomberg Law News.

Subscribe to our Business and Practice
Newsletter to stay on top of legal industry
trends, and select from a variety of other legal
newsletters to get comprehensive, timely, and
trustworthy coverage of key developments.

See our library of live and on-demand
webinars to stay current on industry,
legislative, and regulatory developments.

Get the Right Job

Understand whether a law firm is the right fit
for you by using Litigation Analytics to find the
type of litigation work handled by individual
firms and which companies they represent.

Use Deal Analytics to identify law firms that
represent public and private companies in
M&A and IPO transactions.

Once you’ve identified the law firms that align
with your practice area interests, check out
Company Profiles for detailed background
information on the law firms and the
companies that they represent to impress your
potential future employer. Prepare for the
interview with tips from current practitioners
on how to answer interview questions.

If you’re interested in a Judicial Clerkship after
graduation, check out our Judicial Clerkship
Resources. Search People Profiles to learn
more about a specific judge, including their
career history, news, and caseload. Use
Judicial Analytics to get insights on any federal
judge, including historical work and current
cases, cited opinions, length of case, case
outcomes, case type, and more.

Final Thoughts

We hope you’ll find this toolkit helpful as
you kickoff your summer associateship.
In addition to the firm resources atyour
disposal, please remember we’re a
partner for you this summer if you need
help using Bloomberg Law. We hope
you’ll take advantage of your access to
Bloomberg Law, and if you have any
questions, contact your account
representative or our

24/7 Help Desk at
888.560.2529 |
help@bloomberglaw.com.

Congrats and best of luck this
summer!

mailto:help@bloomberglaw.com
mailto:help@bloomberglaw.com
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberglawnews/
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberglawnews/business-and-practice
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberglawnews/business-and-practice
https://learning.bloomberglaw.com/
https://learning.bloomberglaw.com/
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/litigation/analytics/new
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/deal_term_search
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/company_search
https://pro.bloomberglaw.com/brief/the-right-answers-to-law-interview-questions/
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/page/judicial_clerkship_resources
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/page/judicial_clerkship_resources
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/home%23advanced-search/people_search
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/litigation/analytics/new
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